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Fildesign belonging to AIP –(Portuguese Industrial Association) Group was created with the goal of
guaranteeing ever increasing specialized and professional solutions fwith a full range of conception and
construction services of booths and global projects.

Located on the premises of FIL (International Fair of Lisbon) at Parque das Nações in Lisbon, Fildesign
boasts an experienced team of highly motivated and skilled craftsmen stemming from a legacy acquired
over 50 years of experience in diverse services for events.

We feature on the premises graphic design , electricity, welding, assembly (shell schemes) , carpentry and
painting workshops. We also have our own means of transporting material.

Our diversified array of services is rendered both nationally as well as abroad namely in countries such as
Angola, Mozambique, Morocco, Cape Verde and France.

It is all our skills and expertise in the continuous search for the best technical and design solutions that we
place at our clients’ disposal.

We also work on custom – designed projects tailored to the needs of the client.

We project what the client envisions or envision what the client wishes and /or needs.; then we build it.

Organizing an event? Do not hesitate to contact us.
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Stand Type I   9sqm

Price: 26,10€/sqm

❖Aluminum profile structure;

❖Walls in white laminated panels;

❖Exhibitor identification in 

auto-adhesive vinyl (upto 20 characters);

❖Carpet can be red, light gray, dark gray

and dark blue; 

❖3 LED spotlights– 50W each one 5K 

white light; 

❖Initial clean;

❖Eletricity;
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Stand Type II   9sqm

❖Aluminum profile structure;

❖Walls in white laminated panels;

❖Exhibitor identification in 

auto-adhesive vinyl (upto 20 characters);

❖Carpet can be red, light gray, dark gray

and dark blue; 

❖Three Spotlights;

❖A table and three chairs;

❖A coat rack and a waste papper basket;

❖3 LED spotlights– 50W each one 5K 

white light; 

❖Initial clean;

❖Eletricity;

Price: 28,10€/sqm
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All projects featured in this portfolio are the exclusive property of Fildesign,and can not be

utilized in any manner nor for any means without the expressed written consent of Fildesign.

Their unauthorized and undue use , without consent of Fildesign, is subject to disciplinary and 

/or civil action or criminal prosecution for the user.

Contacts:
Fildesign –Commercial Management
Margarida Sá
21 892 15 28
924 144 460 


